5th Grade Spelling List UNIT 4 for the Week of: September, 2019

1. shawl
2. false
3. author
4. loss
5. audience
6. drawing
7. caution
8. office
9. drawn
10. awful
11. launch
12. install
13. broad
14. lawyer
15. recall
16. astronaut
17. scald
18. automobile
19. broth
20. flaw

Challenge Words:
1. autumn
2. autograph
3. officer
4. pause
5. thoughtless

Wordly Wise:
1. accurate
2. approximate
3. course
4. depart
5. despair
6. destination
7. deteriorate
8. gate
9. horizon
10. jubilation
11. navigate
12. nostalgia
13. revive
14. sever
15. voyage